If you have downloaded and installed the intelligent terminal of Care Escort App, you can click enter to log in. If not, please download and install the intelligent terminal of Care Escort App, then click OK to enter.

Steps:
1. Enter the number of Care Escort's mobile phone.
2. Click to open the message from the SMS.
3. Find the watch and touch the smart button on the watch to refresh the location.
4. Enter the number of the mobile phone to activate the position, enter the password and touch the smart button on the watch.
5. Enter the number of the mobile phone to activate the position, enter the password and touch the smart button on the watch.
6. When the watch is on the shelf, the watch will be recovered to the specified location for understanding.

The rest of the settings can be referred to the specifications for understanding.

password is the phone number after the 6.

1. Mobile phone number with the watch number.
2. With a mobile phone to scan a two-dimensional code specific to the watch.
3. Touch the mobile phone to open the application.
4. In the application, enter the account number, the account number of the account holder, and the password.
5. Click to search for the mobile phone number of the account holder.
6. If the application is on the shelf, the watch will be recovered to the specified location for understanding.

The rest of the settings can be referred to the specifications for understanding.

accurate positioning do not change

The terminal of Care Escort App, easy to change

For the performance of power mode, the watch power will be less than 15% and the watch must be recharged.
9. Individual Account

- Enter the code (only the main guardian to delete)
- Choose to delete the guardian - click to delete
- Guardian deletion: personal account - family number
- Authorized guardian: guardianship personal account can add and delete other guardians. Information. Guardianship and setting, the first authorized guardian information, multiple guardians account
- Before switching guardianship, multiple guardians account, generate a code. The code of the care call APP can bind multiple guardians.

10. Receive the login code and account exchange

B. System information

- Receive the real-time message: system information
- Current user, and have access to all function modules.